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Lau et al. confirmed that students perceive different actions as
unethical depending on their personal values [4]. Bloodgood et
al. found that teaching ethics to individuals who score high
on measures of Machiavellianism may lead them to become
more ethically skilled, but use these skills to be more unethical
(e.g., cheating) [5]. Finally, Aderonmu et al. described how
fourth-year computer science (CS) students (or those who
have completed internships) are less convinced than first-year
students that the field of CS is an ethical one [6].
In an industry where a generation of entrepreneurs were told
to “move fast and break things” [7], when is disruption ethical
and what are the consequences for being unethical? Our own
training and, now, teaching has demonstrated that these are
not simple questions and current curricular recommendations
and codes may not provide sufficient guidance for our students.
Thus, we hope to engage the community in a discussion about
opportunities in SE ethics education.
Contributions. In this position paper, we present a vision for
improving SE ethics education by exploring four challenge
areas. We look at (1) the robustness of ethical examples
and (2) how these examples are used in assessment toward
curricular learning outcomes. We then (3) consider expanding
the learning outcomes to recognize that ethical decisions are
based on values and (4) explore students’ disconnect with
professionalism.
In the remainder of this paper, we review codes and curricula in Sect. II, and present challenges and recommendations
for the teaching and learning of SE ethics in Sect. III. Finally,
we summarize our call to action in Sect. IV.

Abstract— Many software engineers direct their talents towards software systems which do not fall into traditional definitions of safety critical systems, but are integral to society
(e.g., social media, expert advisor systems). While codes of ethics
can be a useful starting point for ethical discussions, codes are
often limited in scope to professional ethics and may not offer
answers to individuals weighing competing ethical priorities. In
this paper, we present our vision for improving ethics education
in software engineering. To do this, we consider current and past
curricular recommendations, as well as recent efforts within the
broader computer science community. We layout challenges with
vignettes and assessments in teaching, and give recommendations
for incorporating updated examples and broadening the scope of
ethics education in software engineering.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Software engineering (SE) has historically focused on the
production of safety and mission critical systems. At a high
level of abstraction, the IEEE/ACM SE Code of Ethics asks
practitioners to make SE a respected profession by committing
to the health, safety, and welfare of the public [1]. This
code builds on a history and culture of ethics from other
engineering disciplines. Early work focused on ensuring the
ethical behavior of software engineers (engineers) within
projects (e.g., negotiating contracts, conflicts of interest, honest
benchmarking). More recent SE curricular recommendations
concretize this code by asking engineers to consider ethics in
the context of making tradeoff decisions, evaluating both costs
and benefits [2]. They also emphasize that ethics concepts need
to be presented as recurring themes throughout the SE learning
experience, with early courses introducing the material and
later courses reinforcing, expanding, and deepening engagement with concepts. In this paper, we focus specifically on
educating SE students to become ethical practitioners.
Concrete Example. Standard practice in engineering ethics is
to ask students to review a series of vignettes and answer questions about how they would respond in the situation described.
For example, Fig. 1 shows a vignette based on the WaymoUber lawsuit, which was reproduced from McNamara et
al. [3]. Using this example, students are expected to learn a set
of ethical skills, such as recognizing, raising, and responding
to an ethical concern raised by a colleague or subordinate, by
proposing an ethical solution. However, whether this training
results in individuals who behave more ethical has yet to be
demonstrated in the literature. McNamara et al. found that
telling survey participants to indicate how they would resolve
ethical vignettes, such as the one in Fig. 1, using the ACM
Code of Ethics did not impact ethical decision making [3].

II. C ODES , G UIDELINES , AND R ELATED E FFORTS
In this section, we give background on the codes, curricular
documents, and notable initiatives in SE Ethics.
A. Professional Codes of Ethics
The IEEE Code of Ethics asks members to ensure that
they and their colleagues uphold the highest standards of
professional activities (including conduct and behavior) and
treat all persons fairly and with respect [8]. The IEEE code is
part of the IEEE Policies, and as such, we do not believe it
was intended for educational purposes, but rather to describe
acceptable behavior for members of a professional society.
The ACM’s recent revision to their Code of Ethics fills
in some of these gaps [9]. In addition to calling members
to the highest standards of professionalism and emphasizing
public good as paramount, the ACM code addresses some
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Both computer scientists and engineers require training in
software ethics. The ACM/IEEE Joint Task Force on Computing Curricula makes recommendations on teaching ethics
through their SE and CS Curricula [2], [14]. CS students are
recommended to have one to two hours of lecture time as part
of software engineering skills, as well as information assurance
and security skills [14]. These recommendations are much
stronger for engineers. The SE curricula document mirrors
the accreditation guidelines described above with expected
student outcomes, where ethics is prominent in three of the
seven outcomes. The core ethics introduction should occur
during six hours of lecture that focuses on professionalism,
where students are expected to gain knowledge (i.e., recall
information) and/or comprehension (i.e., compare/contrast elements) on topics such as licensing, ethics, contracts, and
social/legal issues of concern. Ethics is also considered a
cross-cutting theme that should be recurrent throughout the
curriculum and raised frequently, citing that “professional
practice is concerned with the knowledge, skills, and attitudes
that software engineers must possess to practice software
engineering professionally, responsibly, and ethically” [2]. In
summary, based on these codes and curricula, it is imperative
that we, as educators, teach students about SE ethics.

A deadline is quickly approaching for a project that you are
working on. You realize that you will not be able to meet
the deadline if you only work during normal hours. You are
not allowed to take your computer out of the office. What do
you do?
(a) Download the data on a personal hard drive so you can
continue development at home
(b) Unsure
(c) Stay at work longer in order to continue development.
Fig. 1: Sample vignette reproduced from [3].
of the challenges of interpreting these high standards into
actions by acknowledging conflicting ethical priorities. The
code discusses some key challenges in developing software,
such as how systems have emergent properties that may cause
ethical issues, how merging data sets may compromise privacy,
and how a system might become more integral over time
(i.e., requiring adaptation) [9]. With this updated code, the
ACM formed the Committee on Professional Ethics to expand
resources for interpreting the code, and has added case studies
as examples on how to apply the code to complex situations.
The IEEE-CS/ACM Joint Task Force on Software Engineering Ethics published the SE Code of Ethics [1] (first published
in [10]). Similar to the previous two, this code contains eight
guiding principles at three levels of abstraction: general human
ethics, professional specific ethics, and SE specific ethics. The
SE Code is complementary to the ACM and IEEE codes
because of its more detailed recommendations that are specific
to software (e.g., testing and installation); however, without the
examples and updated materials in the general ACM code, the
SE specific one may be difficult for students to implement.

C. Research on Teaching Ethics
In Sect. I, we introduced studies that prompt for improvements to ethics education, such as, recommending more
guidance on how to apply the ACM code of ethics [3] to
understanding changes in students perceptions about whether
CS, as a field is ethical [6]. We are not the first to investigate
ways of teaching ethics both in SE and more generally, and
here we consider recent efforts.
Based on the curricular guidelines described above ethics
was primarily discussed in individual modules in software engineering courses or as part of optional ethics courses (usually
at a senior-level). Recent efforts have focused at pushing ethics
education throughout the CS curriculum. Since 2018, these
efforts have concentrated within the Responsible Computer
Science Challenge [15]. At time of writing, the challenge
supports seventeen teams actively researching how to broaden
the impact of ethics education in CS. The challenge will also
create repositories of classroom resources and white papers.
For example, Grosz et al. are integrating class sessions on
ethical reasoning into courses throughout Harvard’s computer
science curriculum [16]. In another example, the Markkula
Center for Applied Ethics at Santa Clara University is developing course modules on cryptography, data science, and
security, as well as SE ethics, which is of particular relevance
to this paper [17]. In the SE module, Vallor and Narayanan
provide case studies with open-ended questions for students
to discuss both inside and outside of the classroom [17]. We
revisit this work in Sect. III.

B. Curricular Recommendations for Teaching Ethics
Next, we look at curricular recommendations for teaching
ethics in SE. Since SE straddles both engineering and computer science, we consider recommendations from both the
ACM/IEEE and North American accreditation bodies.
The Canadian Engineering Accreditation Board (CEAB)
specifies twelve attributes that students must demonstrate
competency in by the completion of their engineering program [11]. It is clear that the CEAB views professional
ethics as a fundamental component of education because four
of the twelve attributes directly refer to elements of ethical
behavior. For example, Ethics and equity (i.e., Attribute 9)
directly calls upon learners to be able to apply professional
ethics but does not define how this should be accomplished.
Similarly, the US accreditor ABET lists student outcomes for
both their engineering [12] and computing [13] accreditation.
The requirements are similar to those of the CEAB describing
ethical principles in multiple abilities, such as public safety,
social impacts, and professional responsibilities [12]. Yet, the
computing requirements are less strong, requiring students
to recognize professional responsibilities and make informed
ethical judgments [13]. Neither of these bodies give additional
details about how to teach ethics.

III. C HALLENGES AND O PPORTUNITIES
In this section, we reflect on four challenges and propose
opportunities for change.
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(introduced in Sect. II) provides examples of appropriate case
studies for teaching ethics in SE.
There are multiple ways for our community to create
these collections. Case studies may be created by instructors,
practitioners, or students. For example, instructors could create
an assignment in public writing, for upper-level undergraduate
or graduate students as part of an ethics specific course,
where students generate a case study of a SE ethical dilemma
by interviewing alumni. In a broader engineering context,
Rottmann et al. conducted interviews with alumni and students
to elicit first hand accounts of ethical scenarios experienced
by participants and how they handled them [18]. The same
may be accomplished with alumni networks from SE programs
and young professionals to generate SE specific case studies.
Additionally, new case studies can be generated from recent
events, such as notable whistleblowers. We have begun to
develop new case studies for our own courses and hope to
partner with others to develop and share more.

Challenge 1: Disconnected Examples
SE ethics education primarily uses examples from the
safety critical domain and professionalism. Current examples do not encapsulate the breadth of situations engineers
experience [18]. Over the past two decades, engineers are
increasingly focusing their efforts on internet applications
for commerce and social media (e.g., Facebook, YouTube,
Netflix). While these applications have been documented to
have broad societal impacts [19], they are not represented in
ethical examples. Engineers may feel accomplished when they
improve the software architecture to enable users to receive
content faster or improve recommendation algorithms, but they
may not be aware of the downstream effects of these changes
(e.g., increase screen time for users). Furthermore, given the
narrow scope of many capstone courses, it is unlikely that
college students will naturally encounter these broad ethical
issues with sufficient nuance in their course work.
While some examples are clear violations of codes of ethics,
other examples are not clear-cut. For example, we can ask if it
is unethical to not collect requirements from key stakeholders
or users of a system (e.g., [20])? Are software designers
and architects responsible for their designs for the lifetime
of the system, or is that the responsibility of the software
maintainers? Who should be responsible for adding higher
levels of scrutiny when a previously non-safety critical system
evolves into a safety critical system (as in [21])? Who is responsible for the unknown ethical impacts of algorithms [22]?
If an application is found to be addictive and detrimental to
their users, should the ethical practitioner develop techniques
to reduce dependence (as in [23]) or choose to sunset the
application and avoid involvement in similar applications?
Thus, there is a mismatch between the examples provided in
SE courses and the situations practitioners face.

Challenge 2: Vignettes Limit Exploration
Educators primarily use lectures and reading to introduce
ethical concepts and vignettes, such as the one introduced
in Sect. I, to engage students with ethical scenarios. The
advantage of vignettes with multiple choice answers is that
they are easy for a student to digest and quick to assess.
Vignettes only describe the viewpoint of a single individual
and ask students to place themselves in the situation of that
individual deciding on a narrowly defined set of potential
actions (i.e., binary thinking). In these scenarios, students
usually imagine themselves as an intern with a benevolent boss
(unless otherwise indicated by the scenario), yet real situations
are rarely this simplistic.
We argue that in reality, these vignettes fall short of enabling
students to explore situations with conflicting imperatives and
do not satisfy the learning objectives set forth in the curricula.
For example, the vignette in Sect. I does not allow students
to consider the many other options in this situation. Perhaps
it is not the fault of the individual that the task is not
completable—it may be the result of poor sprint planning.
The individual could work with their supervisor, mentors or
other team members to triage what must be done by the
deadline vs. what can wait. They could also request allocation
of more resources to meet the deadline or request the deadline
be moved. Further, this does not take into account power
dynamics. If they are a senior developer seen as reliable
and experienced, a statement that the deadline cannot be met
might be acknowledged; conversely, newly employed junior
developers may risk harming their reputation in the company
by raising the same concerns.

Opportunity 1: Create a Robust Collection of Examples
Our first recommendation for improving SE ethics education
is the creation and expansion of realistic case studies with full
descriptions from a variety of domains. Students should be
exposed to the messiness of actual ethical situations faced by
real practitioners. When we describe case studies here, we are
not referring to research case studies as in the work in [24],
but instead similar to those in legal studies. A case study is one
or more paragraphs giving contextual information in addition
to the actions of the actors involved. In the next challenge, we
will explain why we recommend creating case studies rather
than vignettes.
The ACM has already begun this effort by creating case
studies coupled with the code, as well as crowd sourcing
videos and podcasts to promote the importance of ethics [9].
The ACM examples contain an expert analysis of the ethical
scenario. They can be used in teaching as exemplars to help
students initially encountering ethics, as well as demonstrating
how to write about ethical violations; however, they are
insufficient because they present a correct answer hindering
discussion. The SE ethics module by Vallor and Narayanan

Opportunity 2: Learning in Workshops with Case Studies
Creating robust case studies (as described in Opportunity 1)
is a necessary but insufficient step to address Challenge 2.
We argue for replacing lectures with exploratory workshops
to increase student engagement, as well as embedding ethics
throughout SE, as recommended in the ACM curriculum [2].
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Being able to identify alternatives is an ethical reasoning
skill that can be taught [17]. We envision creating workshops
where, after learning basic skills, students can explore ethical
situations and engage in the process of reasoning using the
case studies introduced in Opportunity 1. Given a case study,
students can engage in groups to explore the problem and the
possible causes and solutions for the core issue (consistent
with the recommendations in [25]). As with some of the
projects in the Responsible CS Challenge [15], educators may
want to partner with other disciplines (e.g., philosophy) to
experiment with using role playing, debate, and writing formal
arguments. Furthermore, using alternative ethical frameworks,
we can help student see opposing viewpoints and develop
a more nuanced position. An acceptable resolution for a
utilitarian framework might be unacceptable for an egoist
framework [26]. Even the most ethical resolution might have
negative outcomes for some scenario agents.
With regards to assessment of student learning, we echo
the argument of Bairaktarova and Woodcock, who argue the
importance of requiring students to answer ethical questions
in their own words, rather than multiple choice answers, to
bring forth the motivational factors that influence the students’
ethical awareness and decision making [27]. We recommend
moving from assessments with a correct answer to evaluating
students ability to create a variety of alternative scenarios
and provide insight into each alternative by extrapolating
likely consequences. Thus, we recommend engaging learners
in multiple modes of instruction and assessment (e.g., lectures,
open-ended group discussions, brainstorming possible scenario
resolutions, and argumentation using ethical frameworks).

Opportunity 3: Introduce Affective Learning Objectives
There is an opportunity to assess learners’ progress towards
becoming ethical professionals in the affective domain. Curricular recommendations can be improved by including affective
learning outcomes. For example, in addition to cognitive
learning outcomes such as “identify ethical issues that arise
in software development and determine how to address them
technically and ethically” [14], the ACM could also recommend that students “commit to treating colleagues fairly”
thereby valuing principle seven of the code [1]. Similarly, another learning outcome could be to “defend intended actions as
ethical” thus characterizing affect. Once we, as a community,
create affective learning outcomes, we can measure students’
appreciation for the ethical responsibilities of the profession
and mitigate against mechanistic answers to ethical questions.
Challenge 4: Disconnect with Professionalism
Our final challenge of teaching SE ethics is that many
students do not see SE as a profession, and do not value
the shared community in a profession. Recent work confirms this assertion for software developers [3], and we have
confirmed this anecdotally in our own teaching experience.
When students are given the opportunity to explore why
professions exist and what interests drive some occupations
to define themselves as a profession, many students rule out
the need for a professional body and common code, while
others become heavily vested in these ideals. Opponents argue
that computer instructions, on a rudimentary level, are neither
ethical nor unethical, and can be evaluated as complete and
correct given a specification. While proponents argue that it
is the emergent properties of a system that determine whether
the developers of that system behaved ethically. The opponents
respond that each engineer may behave ethically following the
codes discussed in Sect. II; however, the system may still have
unintended consequences. The justification given by students
in opposition is that not one person has the ability to fully
comprehend an entire software system, and thus engineers
should not be held responsible for their designs.

Challenge 3: Ethical Decisions Beyond the Cognitive Domain
The curricular documents described in Sect. II treat ethics
as a cognitive skill to be acquired and provide learning outcomes in terms of the cognitive domain of Bloom-Anderson’s
taxonomy (e.g., knowledge and comprehension) [28]. Students
can perform test questions to demonstrate knowledge and
how to behave in situations and avoid conflicts of interest.
Being ethical requires vigilance to identify situations and find
ethical resolutions. If the learner does not believe it is worth
it (i.e., affective domain) then they may not apply the ethical
skills they have developed, or might use them to be skillfully
unethical and not get caught [5]. This raises the importance of
affect domain in addition to the cognitive domain for learning.
Bloom-Anderson-Krathwohl’s taxonomy contains three
simultaneously active domains: cognitive (knowledgebased), affective (emotion-based), and psychomotor (actionbased) [28]. The affective domain looks at one’s attitudes,
values, and appreciation for elements in learning, and is
measured on five levels: receiving, responding, valuing,
organizing, and characterizing. For example, receiving is
associated with an awareness or willingness to listen, whereas
responding involves students reacting to a stimuli. How
students respond to elements of a case study on the affective
domain can inform educators to what extend they value
ethical reasoning.

Opportunity 4: Encouraging Professionalism
It is important to advocate for students to see SE as a
profession, both as part of their educational program and beyond. When ethics is taught as a stand-alone module separate
from technical concepts in SE, students partition this learning;
instead, ethical concepts should be integrated with technical
ones [16]. We believe this will reinforce professionalism
as integral to engineering excellence. Thus, we recommend
creating a variety of ethics activities throughout SE courses
to help students value ethical thinking and learn to further
examine and resolve ethical situations. We envision embedding
ethics activities into project-based learning at each stage of the
software lifecycle. For example, ethical reasoning has been
considered in requirements elicitation [29], design [30], and
testing [31], as well as communication between developers and
users [32]. To engage students with professionalism beyond
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the classroom, we can connect them with professional societies. One proposed approach for this is through mentorship
programs, where students are paired with near-peers who are
actively engaged in professional societies.
As noted in Sect. II, ethical values play a stronger role in
the ABET accreditation for engineers than for computing professionals. Since software engineers straddle this separation,
computing codes and accreditation can be strengthened to be
more comparable. We call on professional societies to play a
stronger role in fostering moral courage and enforcing codes
of ethics (building on the call in [21]).
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IV. S UMMARY AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we presented our position for opportunities
in teaching SE ethics. After reviewing curricular documents,
codes, and current best practices, we recommend that educators should add descriptive case studies as examples of
ethical scenarios and embed these examples in workshops at
each stage of the SE curriculum. Educators may also connect
with practitioners and computing societies to foster a sense
of professionalism in computing. As with all educational
interventions, we must implement these opportunities with
intent and measure the outcomes.
To support this work, we, as scholars, can assist educators
in developing adaptable case studies that can be integrated into
multiple SE contexts, as well as partner with our industry collaborators to expose more nuanced ethical situations. In future
work, a systematic review of SE ethics interventions could
explore the prevalence of the anecdotal observations made
in this paper and understand to what extent they hold both
within North America and globally. We call on scholars who
have created case studies and successful ethical interventions
to share them with the broader community.
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